
21 2nd St.
Vanceburg, KY 41179
1 (833) GOT-NOTARY
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CALL 1 (833) GOT-NOTARY
Mobile Notaries & Loan Signing Agents

As Kentucky Notary Network members, we 
are ready, willing, able and available. We are 
properly bonded, insured and have extensive 
knowledge of notarial acts and loan 
documents. 

Our clients rest easy knowing that we have all 
120 Kentucky counties covered.

Contact us for more information about how the 
Kentucky Notary Network can benefit your  
company. 

Call 1-(833) GOT-NOTARY  [468-6682] 
today.

W e have Kentucky covered.



Kentucky Notary Network members pride 
ourselves on providing quick and efficient 
service to clients. Each member covers a home 
territory and is familiar with the areas we 
service. We allow your company to have that 
hometown touch.  

MOBILE NOTARIES
Anytime, Anywhere You Need Us

COVERING KENTUCKY
Convenient and Courteous

LOAN SIGNING AGENTS
Vetted and Credentialed

- We confirm every appointment with each 
party

- Closings take place in the convenience of 
the signers' residence or place of business

- We know when and where to drop 
documents for FedEx, UPS and USPS

- We enjoy seeing the sights our beautiful 
state has to offer

- We reach out to our closing contact to 
ensure the signing was successful

It's not just a signature. Kentucky Notary 
Network members know our way around a 
signing table. We are trained in identity 
verification and fraud detection. 

- As confident notaries, we put signers at 
ease 

- We dress professionally and represent your 
company with pride 

- We can handle any transaction: 
Buyer/Seller, REFI, VA, Reverse Mortgages

- All members are NNA certified and 
background checked

- All members have access to 24/7 help and 
support lines

When we say "we have Kentucky covered," 
we mean it. All 120 counties are serviced by 
experienced and dedicated professionals.

We're only a click away or just call 
1-833-GOT-NOTARY! 

- We develop an order intake page 
specifically for each of our regular clients

- Each call is directed to the proper signing 
agent for the coverage area needed

- Click on a member's profile page for 
credentials and more information

- Securely submit documents through our 
SSL encrypted website

- 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed - we stand 
behind our work!
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